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The question why Mueller didn't recommend whether Trump should face

Obstruction charges is baf�ing people. Punting the decision to HJC doesn't make

sense either. The answer may be simple- Mueller knows Trump has dementia,

which makes T's intent, responsibity & charges an unknown

There is no mystery- it's dementia. Trump's attys admit he's too impaired to meet Mueller- they just say it

differently. They're in a group of enablers who cover for his criminality & FTD dementia in WH that's like

an assisted lived facility. It can't last 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/a-mueller-mystery-how-trump-dodged-a-special-counsel-

interview--and-a-subpoena-fight/2019/03/28/5949b186-50b7-11e9-88a1-ed346f0ec94f_story.html?

utm_term=.2a3cbb35b527

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/a-mueller-mystery-how-trump-dodged-a-special-counsel-interview--…

As expected we now have new news about Trump's health. Fatigue is a major symptom of dementia. The

groundwork is being laid. 
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“After two years in office, Mr. Trump, 72, is tired, aides said. The 
unstoppable campaigner, so far, will commit to participating in 
only one campaign event a day, and recently balked at a 
possible rally out West during a fund-raising swing” 
nytimes.com/2019/03/29/us/…
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Trump’s 2020 Campaign: A Traditional Operation With a Wild-C…
As President Trump’s aides try to focus on his accomplishments in
office and he denounces old enemies, the tension may build between
nytimes.com

4 The "Trump is tired" story comes from Haberman (MH is the Kush conduit) which fits what I have

suspected all along- Kush and Ivanka moved to DC bc they knew Trump was in the early stages & he

couldn't handle it. A couple of large FTD threads here..
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1 THREAD- Donald Trump’s Frontotemporal Dementia. Trump 
has a physical on 2/8. In a panicked move, he named Dr Ronny 
Jackson as his Medical Advisor 6 days beforehand. Ronny gave 
him the fantasy physical last yr & is under investigation. This 
feels very much like Trump is cornered
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5 "Trump is tired" is laying the groundwork for pulling the plug. Kush may concoct a rescue deal fantasy.

Expect a reveal from the recent secret physical but keep in mind, they may not admit it's FTD- they may

say it's something else due to Trump's oversized, unwarranted pride.

6 "Trump is tired" also fits the hypothetical Mueller whiteboard. Basically- Get Trump out first for

National Security reasons, then bring cases, indictments and the Mueller report forward AFTER he's

gone. This avoids pardons.
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7 Back to Mueller’s Whiteboard… 
-Give Trump his happy letter moment for his rally 
-Cases remain 
-Confront Trump w/ health & counterintelligence "matters". 
-Ease Trump out w/ a leniency deal 
-Do indictments after Trump is gone 
-Do CI briefing to gang of 8 
-Report goes to Congress
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7 The Pence factor remains. I have reason to believe Pence is aware of Trump's health situation and could

push the exit forward. An unknown is whether Pence is going down with Trump, or is a mole, or could

become a short term POTUS who pardons people. I'm guessing he cut a deal.
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